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constantine manou (1894), a balliol alumnus, 
was crucial in bringing the first modern olympic 
games to greece and his oxford connections 
proved invaluable in securing the participation 
of many of britain’s best amateurs in a games 
contested by a measly 14 nations. 

the early olympics were marked by a 
prevailing spirit of amateurish chaos from both 
competitors and organisers, with one of the 
tennis stars of the games, a friend of manou’s 
from oxford, being invited to play on the day of 
the finals while he happened to be holidaying in 
athens. there were similarly eccentric ideas of 
what constituted sport, which would be alien to 
the hardnosed professionals already in training 
for this summer’s games: medals were given for 
architecture and horse jumping. the latter may 
not appear out of the ordinary, until it becomes 
apparent that the horses were without riders and 
the event was in fact horses taking part in a long-
jump competition with no perceptible human 
interaction. an integral figure in this atmosphere 
of whimsical chaos was one of britain’s greatest 
polymaths, another balliol alumnus and the 
President of the london 1908 games, william 
grenfell, also known as lord desborough (1874). 

grenfell was robotically proficient at anything 
he turned his mind to during his life, whether it 
was mountaineering and his successful ascent 

flag to the King before complaining about their 
defeat in the tug-of-war to a team comprised of 
liverpudlian policeman wearing their habitually 
‘grippy’ boots. 

The 1908 Summer Games
wilfrid Johnson (1904) represented britain 
in lacrosse and won a silver medal, while the 
brilliant musician frederick septimus Kelly 
(1900) won gold in the single sculls. He was 
described by Hylton cleaver as ‘the greatest 
amateur stylist of his time’ and had represented 
oxford in the boat race. His last rowing race 
fittingly was the triumphant olympic final, 
before he turned his prodigious talents to 
composition. tragically Kelly fell at the somme, 
unable to fulfil truly his potential in so many 
fields. many stars of the 1908 games would 
meet with similar fates – desborough lost two 

sons for whom he had a monument 
erected by the same man who had 
designed the medals. but the glory 
of the 1908 games was only made 
possible by desborough’s titanic 
efforts. He opened the games with 
a curt speech in driving rain, and 
made an equally curt request of 
edward Vii to declare it officially 
opened. He ended it as a champion 
of organisation, feted on all sides by 
those who had doubted whether it 
could ever be possible.

From farcical to professional
the early olympics are full of examples of this 
happy amateurism and of oxbridge students 
taking the weekend off from studying to pick 
up a gold medal; as the decades progressed the 
idea of professionalism, more readily termed 
a ‘looming spectre’ by amateur opposition, 
began to be introduced into this previously 
completely amateur enterprise. the 1924 
games of Paris are remembered more than 
anything for the filmically-celebrated exploits 
of Harold abrahams and eric liddell, but 
the latter was competing in the final against a 
former rhodes scholar and balliol alumnus, 
david Johnson (1923), who was representing 
canada. Johnson, no doubt disappointed by 
missing out on a medal and any hopes he had 
of one day being portrayed by a leading actor 
in a film of the race, dusted himself off to run 
the 4x400m relay. astonishingly he would have 
raced against fellow rhodes scholar of the same 
year and fellow balliol graduate, bill stevenson 
(1922), who was running for the us. Johnson 
unfortunately came fourth once more, but 
fellow balliolite stevenson ran second leg for a 
then world record time of 3 minutes 16 seconds 
to bring home gold for the americans. 

balliol was clearly attracting the best 
sportsmen the us had to offer at this point, as 
stevenson was joined as a gold medallist by alan 
Valentine (1922) whose rugby fifteen triumphed 
over france in an acrimonious final in which 
the french star player adolphe Jaureguy was 
poleaxed by ferocious american defence in 
the opening stages. the victorious americans 
were given a police escort to help them off the 
pitch, but they received their medals regardless, 
although one was unconscious having been 
struck by a missile thrown from the crowd. 

of the matterhorn on three separate occasions 
or rowing across the channel. during his time 
at oxford, he rowed twice in the boat race, 
participating in the famous ‘dead-heat’ of 1877. 
after oxford he found time to be 
President of the marylebone cricket 
club, the lawn tennis association 
and the amateur fencing 
association. somehow among all 
these responsibilities he found time 
to be a member of Parliament for 
both the liberals and latterly the 
conservative Party before he became 
lord desborough in 1905 and 
could turn his hand to what really 
mattered, organising an olympic 
games. that funding proved an 
issue for desborough need not surprise us when 
we think of the wrangling over modern olympic 
budgets, but that he applied for, and successfully 
secured, funding from the daily mail of all 
newspapers seems astonishing. the current 
london mayor and fellow balliol alumnus, boris 
Johnson (1983), would surely meet with more 
hostility if he were to pose the same question 
today. after securing the budget, desborough got 
on with the organisation of what could at times 
be rancorous games, in which the american 
team caused controversy by refusing to tip their 

features
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The year 2012 marks the third occasion of the city of London hosting the 
Olympic Games and, as such, it appears to be an appropriate time to reflect 
on Balliol’s unique contribution to the rich history of the greatest sporting 
competition on earth. Right from the start, when the Olympic Games were 
established in 1896 by the enigmatic Pierre de Coubertin, Balliolites played 
key roles in both organisation and competition. 

King Harald V (1960) visiting Balliol

Justin Frishberg (1991)



among this number was balliol graduate alan 
Valentine, who duly received his medal, and, 
since rugby was eliminated from the olympics 
following this farcical tournament in which only 
the romanians bothered to send another team, 
Valentine remains the only ex-balliol reigning 
olympic champion. after this great achievement 
he took on a less challenging role, aiding the 
truman administration in dealing with the 
economic fallout from world war ii, but it is for 
his triumphs in Paris that he should be fondly 
remembered by balliol students, past and present.

Fewer Balliol Olympians
balliol presences become scarcer as the decades 
go on and professionals begin to enter events 
previously dominated by oxbridge graduates, 
who no longer had the resources to compete 
in this new era. nevertheless, balliol is still 
represented, particularly by foreign students. 
graham bond (1961) competed for australia at 
gymnastics in three separate games from 1956–
1964. His lack of medals should not diminish 
any admiration for his ability to participate in 
three games, for such a physically demanding 
discipline and, indeed, in a time when the sport 
was dominated by soviet gymnasts – who 
won 11 out of a possible 17 gold medals at the 
1956 games. King Harald V (a Prince when he 
matriculated in 1960) followed his father olaf 
in representing norway in yachting at the 1964, 
1968 and 1972 games, but perhaps his greatest 
olympic moment was his opening the 1994 
winter olympic games in lillehammer as a result 
of his history of involvement in the olympic 
movement. only just out of balliol in 1964, the 
crown Prince was selected to bear norway’s flag 
into tokyo’s olympic stadium, which was surely 

Matthew Syed (1991)

a supreme honour for a young man who had 
not yet even competed for his country!

in recent times, balliol participation in the 
olympics becomes still less common. matthew 
syed (1991), now an award winning sports 
journalist, represented great britain table tennis 
at the 1992 games in barcelona and at sydney 
in 2000. His style of defensive play, which 
simon barnes described as involving defensive 
shots with ‘roof-threatening parabolas’, did not 
unfortunately secure olympic medals, but a tV 
documentary on ‘china and table tennis’ did 
win a bronze medal at the olympic gold rings 
ceremony in lausanne. balliol’s most recent 
olympian appears to be Justin frishberg (1991) 
who graduated alongside syed in 2001 and has 
competed twice for great britain in 2004 and 
2008 in the wheelchair rugby tournament, where 
unfortunately he followed david Johnson’s 
1924 example and finished fourth on both 

occasions. His position as chair of great britain 
wheelchair rugby will doubtless mean that he 
plays a vital role in the organisation of the event 
in london this year, while the desire to carry on 
competing following defeat in beijing has meant 
his appearance in the finals this year remains a 
strong probability.

olympic history is rich with stories of 
unlikely competitors, personal tragedies and 
astonishing triumphs and this brief summary 
has hopefully shown that balliol graduates have 
played a vital role in creating and sustaining this 
heritage. although balliol graduates are not as 
readily found in competition as they were in 
the glory years of amateurs turning up on the 
day, the sheer force of a character such as lord 
desborough in managing to piece together 
such a staggering success from the chaos of the 
build-up to the 1908 games is testament to a 
balliolite’s importance to the very foundations of 
the games as we know them today. we can only 
hope that 2012 is less chaotic and that any other 
balliol graduates involved share his astonishing 
powers of organisation.  
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